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Abstract. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and M an R-module. A proper submodule
N of M is called strongly prime [resp. strongly semiprime], if ..N CRx/ WM/y � N [resp.
..N CRx/ WM/x � N ] for x;y 2M implies that x 2 N or y 2 N [resp. x 2 N ]. Strongly
prime and strongly semiprime submodules are studied, in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout this paper all rings are commutative with identity and all modules are
unitary. Also we consider R to be a ring and M a unitary R-module. If N is a
submodule of M; then .N WM/D ft 2Rj tM �N g:

Recall from [12] that a proper submodule N of M is said to be strongly prime
[resp. strongly semiprime], if ..N CRx/ WM/y �N [resp. ..N CRx/ WM/x �N ]
for x;y 2M implies that x 2N or y 2N [resp. x 2N ].

If N is a strongly prime [resp. strongly semiprime] submodule of M and .N W
M/ D I; then we say that N is an I -strongly prime [resp. I -strongly semiprime]
submodule of M:

A proper submodule N of M is prime if the condition ra 2 N; r 2 R and a 2M
implies that either a 2 N or rM � N: In this case, if P D .N WM/; we say that N
is a P -prime submodule of M; and it is easy to see that P is a prime ideal of R (see,
for example, [2–8, 10, 11, 13]).

In [11], another notion of strongly prime submodules was introduced. It is easy
to see that for modules over commutative rings with identity, the strongly prime
submodules introduced in [11] coincide with the prime submodules. However, the
strongly prime submodules in this paper are special cases of prime submodules (see
(1)(2)).

In [12, Proposition 1.1], it is shown that:

(1) Every strongly prime submodule is strongly semiprime and also prime.
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(2) Every maximal submodule is strongly prime.
A characterization of strongly prime submodules is given in (1), and there we

prove that the converse of (1) is also correct, see also (2). The converse of (2) is
studied in (3), (1), and (6).

Prime submodules have been the subject of numerous publications in the past.
So the relations between prime submodules and strongly prime submodules will be
helpful in connecting the previous papers on the prime notion for modules to this
new notion of prime. Especially there are a few papers studying the form of the
elements of the intersection of prime submodules (for example, [3,7,10,13]). This is
a motivation for studying the equality of the intersection of prime submodules with
the intersection of strongly prime submodules in this paper (see (7) and (3)).

The Generalized Principal Ideal Theorem (GPIT) states that if R is a Noetherian
ring and P is a minimal prime ideal over an ideal I generated by n elements of R;
then ht P � n: The module version of GPIT related to prime submodules has been
studied in [6] and slightly in [5]. In [12, Theorem 2.3], it is proved that the module
version of GPIT related to strongly prime submodules is true for every Noetherian
flat module. This shows that the behavior of height of strongly prime submodules
is closer to prime ideals in comparing with prime submodules, and strongly prime
submodules behave better than prime submodules for studying the dimension theory
in modules.

In [12, Theorem 1.7], it is claimed that any intersection of strongly prime submod-
ules is a strongly semiprime submodule. We show that this claim is incorrect (see (1)
and (4)).

The existence of strongly prime submodules are studied in (1), (4), (3), (9). The
results (2) and (5) are devoted to studying the existence of strongly semiprime sub-
modules. In (3) and (3) we show that strongly prime submodules exist rarely in
injective modules, although (9) shows that they are found frequently in projective
modules. We apply the notion of strongly prime submodules and show that if there
exists a non-zero module over a primary ring that is both projective and injective,
then the ring has only one prime ideal (see (6)).

2. STRONGLY PRIME AND STRONGLY SEMIPRIME SUBMODULES

Let I be an ideal ofR: A submoduleN ofM is called I -maximal, if .N WM/D I

and the submodule N is maximal with respect to this property, that is, if L is a
submodule of M containing N with .L WM/D I; then LD N (see [2] and [10, p.
1810]).

One can easily see that if N is I -maximal and I is a prime [resp. maximal] ideal,
then N is a prime [resp. maximal] submodule (see [10, Lemma 3.2]).

The following result is a generalization of [12, Proposition 1.1]. This result also
shows that strongly prime submodules are exactly I -maximal submodules, where I
is a prime ideal of R:
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Proposition 1. Let N be a submodule of M: Then the following are equivalent:
(1) N is a strongly prime submodule of M .
(2) N is a strongly semiprime submodule and also a prime submodule of M:
(3) N is a strongly semiprime submodule of M and .N WM/ is a prime ideal.
(4) N is .N WM/-maximal and .N WM/ is a prime ideal of R:

Proof. ((a)H) (b)). See [12, Proposition 1.1].
((b)H) (c)). Note that for every prime submodule N of M; the ideal .N WM/ is

prime.
((c)H) (d)). To show that N is .N WM/-maximal, suppose that L is a submodule

ofM containing N with .L WM/D .N WM/: Let x be an arbitrary element of L: As
N � .N CRx/ � L; we have .N WM/ � ..N CRx/ WM/ � .L WM/D .N WM/;

that is, ..N CRx/ WM/D .N WM/: Then ..N CRx/ WM/x D .N WM/x �N; and
since N is a strongly semiprime submodule, x 2 N: This shows that L D N; whih
completes the proof.

((d)H) (a)). Let P D .N WM/: Since N is P -maximal and P is a prime ideal,
by [10, Lemma 3.2], N is a prime submodule; so if ..N CRx/ W M/y � N; for
x 2M and y 2M nN; then ..N CRx/ WM/ � .N WM/ and evidently .N WM/ �

..NCRx/ WM/:Hence ..NCRx/ WM/D .N WM/DP and sinceN isP -maximal,
x 2 .N CRx/DN; and so x 2N: �

Example 1. Let P be a maximal ideal ofR and F a freeRmodule with rank F >
1:

(1) F contains a P -strongly prime submodule.
(2) F contains a P -prime submodule that is not strongly prime.

Proof. Let F D˚i2˛R; and assume that i0 2 ˛:
(1) We show thatN DP ˚

�
˚i2˛; i¤i0R

�
is a P -strongly prime submodule of F:

ObviouslyPF �˚i2˛P �N; that isP � .N WF /; and asP is a maximal ideal ofR;
we have .N W F /D P: Now let L be a submodule of F containing N with .L W F /D
.N W F /: Since .L W F /D P is a maximal ideal, L is a P -prime submodule of F: If
N ¤L; then let fxigi2˛ 2LnN; and so xi0 …P: Obviously f.1�ıi0i /xigi2˛ 2N �
L; and thus xi0fıi0igi2˛ D fxigi2˛�f.1�ıi0i /xigi2˛ 2L; and sinceL is a P -prime
submodule ofM;we have ei0 Dfıi0igi2˛ 2L:Also evidently for each j 2 ˛; j ¤ i0;
we have ej D fıj igi2˛ 2 N � L: Therefore L D F; which is a contradiction. This
shows that N is a P -strongly prime submodule submodule of F:

(2) By [4, Corollary 2.9(i)] if M is a flat module and PM ¤M; then PM is a
P -prime submodule of M: So the submodule PF is a P -prime submodule of F and
note that PF � N and .N W F /D P; hence PF is not a strongly prime submodule
of F: �

Recall that an ideal I of R is semiprime if I D
p
I : Strongly semiprime submod-

ules of a module are characterized in the following.
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Proposition 2. A submodule N ofM is strongly semiprime if and only if .N WM/

is a semiprime ideal, and N is .N WM/-maximal.

Proof. (H)). To show that .N WM/ is a semiprime ideal, on the contrary, let
r 2

p
.N WM/ n .N WM/: Suppose that 1 < n is the smallest positive integer with

rn 2 .N WM/; and let ´2 rn�1M nN: ThenR´� rn�1M � rM; and so ..N CR´/ W
M/� ..N C rM/ WM/: Hence:

..N CR´/ WM/´� ..N C rM/ WM/rn�1M

D rn�1..N C rM/ WM/M � rn�1.N C rM/�N;

and as N is a strongly semiprime submodule, ´ 2N; which is impossible.
To show that N is .N WM/-maximal, suppose that L is a submodule of M con-

taining N with .L W M/ D .N W M/: Let x be an arbitrary element of L: Then
..NCRx/ WM/� ..LCRx/ WM/D .L WM/D .N WM/: Then ..NCRx/ WM/x�

.N WM/x � N; an so x 2 N; because N is a strongly semiprime submodule. This
shows that LDN; and thus N is .N WM/-maximal.

((H) Suppose ..NCRx/ WM/x�N;where x 2M: Let r1; r2 2 ..NCRx/ WM/:

Then r1r2M � r1.N CRx/ � N CRr1x � N C ..N CRx/ WM/x � N; and so
r1r2 2 .N WM/: Consequently ..N CRx/ WM/2 � .N WM/; and so ..N CRx/ W
M/�

p
.N WM/D .N WM/� ..N CRx/ WM/; which implies that N CRx DN;

by our assumption. Thus x 2N: �

The following corollary shows that if fNigi2˛ is a family of distinct P -strongly
prime submodules of M with j˛j > 1; then \i2˛Ni is never a strongly semiprime
submodule. This corollary rejects [12, Theorem 1.7], which claims that any intersec-
tion of strongly prime submodules is a strongly semiprime submodule.

Corollary 1. Let fNigi2˛ be a family of P -strongly prime submodules ofM: Then
\i2˛Ni is a strongly semiprime submodule if and only if Ni DNj for all i;j 2 ˛:

Proof. (H)). Let B D\i2˛Ni : Note that .B WM/D\i2˛.Ni WM/DP D .Nj W

M/ for each j 2 ˛: Since B is strongly semiprime, by (2) it is .B WM/-maximal and
B � Nj with .B WM/ D .Nj WM/; so Nj D B for all j 2 ˛; which completes the
proof.

((H). Is evident. �

Corollary 2. For a ring R; the following are equivalent:

(1) Spec.R/ is a chain.
(2) Every strongly semiprime submodule of any R-module M is strongly prime.

Proof. ((1) H) (2)). Every two prime ideals of R are comparable, so
p
.N WM/

is an intersection of a chain of prime ideals, thus it is a prime ideal. By (2), .N WM/Dp
.N WM/; thus it is a prime ideal. Now by (1), N is a strongly prime submodule.
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((2) H) (1)). Let P and Q be two prime ideals of R: Then
p
P \Q D

p
P \

p
Q D P \Q; that is, P \Q is a semiprime ideal, and so by our assumption it is

a prime ideal. Now if P 6�Q and Q 6� P; then consider p 2 P nQ and q 2Q nP:
Thus pq 2 P \Q; but p 62 P \Q; and q 62 P \Q: �

Recall that a commutative ring is primary if its zero ideal is primary (see [1,
Chapter 4]). The set of zero-divisors of R is Z.R/D fr 2 R j 90¤ s 2 R; rs D 0g:

Also
N .R/D fr 2R j 9n 2N; rn D 0g:

A characterization of primary rings is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The following are equivalent:
(1) Z.R/�N .R/:

(2) Z.R/DN .R/; and it is a prime ideal.
(3) R is a primary ring.

Proof. ((1) H) (2)). We know that Z.R/ is a union of prime ideals, and N .R/ is
the intersection of all prime ideals. Let Z.R/D [i2˛Pi ; where each Pi is a prime
ideal, and let i0 2 ˛: Then [i2˛Pi DZ.R/�N .R/� Pi0 �[i2˛Pi :

((2) H) (3) and ..3/H) (1)) are obvious. �

Proposition 3. Let R be a primary ring, M a divisible R-module and N a sub-
module of M: Then the following are equivalent:

(1) N is a maximal submodule.
(2) N is a strongly prime submodule.
(3) N is a strongly semiprime submodule.
(4) N is a maximal submodule and .N WM/ is the unique prime ideal of R:

Proof. ((1) H) (2) H) (3))) see [12, Proposition 1.1].
((4) H) (1)). Is obvious.
((3) H) (4)). Let N be a strongly semiprime submodule of M and L a proper

submodule of M containing N: We show that .N WM/D .L WM/:

On the contrary, let r 2 .L WM//n .N WM/: By (2), .N WM/ is a semiprime ideal,
so Z.R/ � N .R/ �

p
.N WM/ D .N WM/I and hence r 2 R nZ.R/: Since M is

divisible,M D rM �L�M;which is a contradiction. Thus .N WM/D .L WM/; and
by (2), N is .N WM/-maximal, therefore N DL; and so N is a maximal submodule
of M: This also implies that .N WM/ is a maximal ideal.

If t 2 .N WM/nZ.R/; then asM is divisible,M D tM �N; which is impossible.
Hence .N WM/�Z.R/�N .R/� P for each prime ideal P of R; and as .N WM/

is maximal, .N WM/D P; the ring R has a unique prime ideal .N WM/: �

Note 4. The following corollary shows that in a divisible module over an integral
domain (particularly in a vector space), even the intersection of two distinct maximal
(strongly prime) submodules is not strongly semiprime, because it is not a maximal
submodule. The following result is also a generalization of [12, Proposition 1.3].
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Corollary 3. Let R be an integral domain and N a submodule of M: Then the
following are equivalent:

(1) M is an injective module and N is a maximal submodule.
(2) M is a divisible module and N is a strongly prime submodule.
(3) M is a divisible module and N is a strongly semiprime submodule.
(4) N is a maximal submodule and R is a field.

Proof. ((1) H) (2) H) (3)) and ((4) H) (1)) are obvious.
((3) H) (4)). The proof is given by (3). �

Example 2. Let R be the field of real numbers and consider M D R2: By (3), the
strongly prime submodules of M are exactly the maximal submodules of M; and
we know that the maximal submodules of M are exactly the lines passing through
the origin. Hence although M is a Noetherian module over a Noetherian ring, it
has infinitely many minimal strongly prime submodules. Note that according to [11,
Theorem 4.2], a Noetherian module over a Noetherian ring has finitely many minimal
prime submodules.

For an ideal I ofR; a primary decomposition I D\niD1Qi will be called coprime,
if either n D 1 or Qi ’s are coprime; equivalently when

p
Qi ’s are coprime. When

this is the case, because of the Second Uniqueness Theorem (see [1, Theorem 4.10]),
I has a unique minimal primary decomposition. For example, in any semilocal ring
R; for each n 2 N; the ideal .J.R//n has a coprime primary decomposition. Also
evidently each ideal of an Atrinian ring or a Noetherian domain of dimension one
has a coprime primary decomposition. Let S D KŒx1;x2;x3; � � � �; where K is a
field and x1;x2;x3; � � � are independent indeterminates and let I D S.x1�c1/n1.x1�

c2/
n2.x1� c3/

n3 � � �.x1� cm/
nm ; where c1; c2; c3; � � � ; cm are distinct element of K;

and n1;n2;n3; � � � ;nm 2N: Then the ideal I of S has a coprime primary decompos-
ition. Indeed \miD1S.x1� ci /

ni is a coprime primary decomposition of I: Thus in
the non-Noetherian infinite dimensional ring R D S=I; the zero ideal has a coprime
primary decomposition.

Theorem 1. Let the zero ideal of R have a coprime primary decomposition. If M
is a divisible R-module, then every strongly prime submodule of M is maximal.

Proof. If the zero ideal of R is primary, then the proof is given by (3). Now sup-
pose that 0D \niD1Qi is a coprime primary decomposition of the zero ideal. Con-
sider the natural ring homomorphism ' W R! .R=Q1/� .R=Q2/� � � � � .R=Qn/;

'.r/D .rCQ1; rCQ2; � � � ; rCQn/: Since 0D\niD1Qi and Qi ’s are coprime, by
[1, Proposition 1.10], ' is a ring isomorphism. Hence without loss of generality, we
can assume that RDR1�R2� � � ��Rn; where each Ri is a primary ring. Put
M1 D .1;0; � � � ;0/M; M2 D .0;1;0; � � � ;0/M; � � � ;Mn D .0;0; � � � ;0;1/M: One can
easily see that M1 is an R1-module with the multiplication
r1
�
.1;0; � � � ;0/m

�
D .1;0; � � � ;0/

�
.r1;0; � � � ;0/m

�
for each r1 2 R1 and m 2M: Sim-

ilarly each Mi is an Ri -module and M ŠM1�M2�� � ��Mn as R-modules. So we
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can assume that M DM1�M2� � � ��Mn is a divisible R1�R2� � � ��Rn-module,
and each Mi is an Ri -module. Evidently for each r1 2R1; we have:

(1) r1 2Z.R1/ if and only if .r1;1;1; � � � ;1/ 2Z.R/:

(2) r1M1 DM1 if and only if .r1;1;1; � � � ;1/M DM:
Therefore as M is a divisible R-module, M1 is a divisible R1-module. Similarly

Mi is a divisible Ri -module, for each i > 1:
Let T be a submodule of M: It is easy to see that:

(3) T D T1�T2�� � ��Tn;where each Ti is a submodule ofMi as anRi -module.
(4) .T WM/D .T1 WM1/� .T2 WM2/� � � �� .Tn WMn/:

LetN be a strongly prime submodule ofM: Then by (3),N DN1�N2�� � ��Nn;
where each Ni is a submodule of Mi as an Ri -module. We show that there exists a
1 � j � n such that Nj is a strongly prime submodule of Mj and Ni DMi for each
i ¤ j:

By [9, p. 6, Exercise 1.2], the prime ideals of R are of the form R1�R2� � � � �

Rj�1�Pj �RjC1� � � � �Rn; where Pj is a prime ideal of Rj : Thus as by (4) and
(1), .N WM/D .N1 WM1/� .N2 WM2/� � � �� .Nn WMn/ is a prime ideal of R; there
exists a 1� j � n such that .Nj WMj / is a prime ideal of Rj and .Ni WMi /DRi for
each i ¤ j: HenceNi DMi for each i ¤ j: Now we show thatNj is a strongly prime
submodule of Mj :

Let Lj be a submodule of Mj containing Nj with .Nj WMj /D .Lj WMj /: Con-
siderLDM1�M2�� � ��Mj�1�Lj �MjC1�� � ��Mn:By (4), .N WM/D .L WM/;

and sinceN is a strongly prime submodule ofM andN �L; by (1), we haveN DL;
which implies that Nj DLj : Thus again by (1), Nj is a strongly prime submodule of
Mj : Now as Rj is a primary ring, by (3), Nj is a maximal submodule of Mj : Hence
by (3), N DM1�M2�� � ��Mj�1�Nj �MjC1�� � ��Mn is a maximal submodule
of M: �

The set of all prime [resp. strongly prime] submodules of an R-module M is
denoted by Spec.M/ or SpecR.M/ [resp. SSpec.M/ or SSpecR.M/]. Evidently if
M is finitely generated, then SSpecR.M/¤¿:

Proposition 5. Let the zero ideal of R have a coprime primary decomposition
and dim R > 0: Then there does not exist any non-zero finitely generated divisible
R-module. Particularly there does not exist any non-zero finitely generated injective
R-module.

Proof. Let M be a non-zero finitely generated divisible R-module. According to
the proof of (1), we can assume that R D R1 �R2 � � � � �Rn; where each Ri is a
primary ring, and M DM1�M2�� � ��Mn is an R1�R2�� � ��Rn-module, where
eachMi is a non-zero finitely generated divisibleRi -module, and so SSpecRi

.Mi /¤

¿: Then (3) implies that Ri has a unique prime ideal Pi ; and hence the prime ideals
of R are exactly bPi D R1 �R2 � � � � �Ri�1 �Pi �RiC1 � � � � �Rn; for 1 � i � n:
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Evidently bPi 6�cPj ; for any i ¤ j: This shows that dim RD 0; which is a contradic-
tion. �

Let S DRnZ.R/: Then S is a multiplicatively closed subset ofR; and the ringRS
is called the total quotient ring of R: Since S contains no zero divisors, the natural
map R! RS is injective, so RS is a ring extension of R; and evidently RS is an
R-module.

Lemma 2. Let N be a submodule of M with .N WM/D P:

(1) N is a maximal submodule if and only if N is a strongly prime submodule
and P is a maximal ideal of R:

(2) If P is a maximal ideal, then there exists a P -strongly prime (maximal) sub-
module of M containing N:

Proof. (1) The proof is evident by (1).
(2) Note that M=N is a vector space over the field R=P , so it has a maximal

subspace, say M=N: Then M is a maximal submodule of M containing N; and as
P D .N WM/� .M WM/; we have P D .M WM/: �

Corollary 4. Let the zero ideal of R have a coprime primary decomposition, and
let K be the total quotient ring of R: Then the following are equivalent:

(1) dim RD 0:
(2) There exists a P -strong prime R-submodule of K; for each minimal prime

ideals P of R:
(3) K DR:

Proof. Evidently K is a divisible R-module. Let 0 D \niD1Qi be a coprime
primary decomposition of the zero ideal and

p
Qi D Pi : Then the minimal prime

ideals of R are exactly P1;P2; � � � ;Pn; also Z.R/D[niD1Pi :

((a)H) (b)). As dimRD 0; the idealsP1;P2; � � � ;Pn are all of the maximal ideals
of R: Obviously each Pi is a proper submodule of K as an R-module. We show that
.Pi WK/D Pi ; and so by (2)(2), there exists a Pi -strongly prime R-submodule ofK;
which completes the proof.

Let a=s 2K; where a 2 R and s 2 R nZ.R/: As s …Z.R/D[niD1Pi ; it is a unit
element of R; and hence for each pi 2 Pi ; we have pi .a=s/ D .s�1pia/=1 2 Pi :
Consequently PiK � Pi ; that is Pi � .Pi W K/; and since Pi is a maximal ideal,
Pi D .Pi WK/:

((b) H) (c)). By our assumption there exists a Pi -strongly prime submodule Ni
of K as an R-module, and (1) implies that Ni is a maximal submodule of K: Hence
for each 1� i � n; the idealPi is a maximal idealR; and so the idealsP1;P2; � � � ;Pn;
are all of the maximal ideals of R: Now let b=t 2K; where b 2R and t 2R nZ.R/:

As t … Z.R/D [niD1Pi ; it is a unit element of R; and hence b=t D .t�1b/=1 2 R:
Consequently K DR:
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((c) H) (a)). Since K D R; the R-module K is a non-zero finitely generated
divisible module, and so by (5), dim RD 0: �

Recall from [13] that an R-module M is said to be special, if for each maximal
ideal M of R, every a 2M and any m 2 M , there exist c 2 R nM and k 2 N
such that cakm D 0. Semi-simple modules (direct sum of simple modules), locally
Artinian modules (modules in which every cyclic submodule is Artinian) and semi-
Artinian modules (modules of which every homomorphic image has a nonzero simple
submodule) are special (see [13, Section 3]).

Proposition 6.
(1) Every strongly prime submodule of a special module is a maximal submodule.
(2) dim R D 0 if and only if every strongly prime submodule of any R-module

is maximal.

Proof. (1) Let N be a strongly prime submodule of M and M a maximal ideal of
R containing .N WM/: Consider m 2M nN; and a 2M: Since M is special, there
exist c 2RnM and k 2N such that cakmD 0: Then cakm 2N and asN is a prime
submodule and c 62 .N WM/ andm …N; we have a 2 .N WM/; and so .N WM/DM:

This shows that .N WM/ is a maximal ideal of R; and so by (2)(1), N is a maximal
submodule of M:

(2) Let dim RD 0: By [13, Theorem 3.5], every module over a zero dimensional
ring is special, so the proof is given by part (1).

For the ’if part’ it is enough to consider R as an R-module. �

Example 3.
(1) Consider the Z-moduleM DZ=nZ; where n is a positive integer. Evidently

each semiprime ideal of Z is an ideal generated by a square free integer.
It is easy to see that strongly semiprime submodules of M are of the form
kZ=nZ; where k is a square free integer with kjn:

(2) More generally let R be a Dedekind domain and consider the cyclic R-
module M D R=I; where I is a proper ideal of R: If the prime factoriza-
tion of I is P ˛1

1 P
˛2

2 � � �P
˛m
m ; then the strongly semiprime submodules of M

are P ˇ1

1 P
ˇ2

2 � � �P
ˇm
m =I; where each ˇi is either 0 or 1, and at least for one

1� i �m; ˇi D 1:

(3) Each strongly prime submodule of the Z-module M DZ=nZ is of the form
pZ=nZ; where p is a prime factor of n; so they are exactly the maximal
submodules of M:

The following result guarantees the existence of an I -strongly semiprime submod-
ule in a finitely generated module M; for any semiprime ideal I containing AnnM:

Theorem 2. Let B be a submodule of a finitely generated R-module M: If .B W
M/ � I , where I is a proper semiprime ideal of R, then there exists an I -strongly
semiprime submodule of M containing B:
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Proof. Let T D fC �M j B � C; .C WM/ � I g. By Zorn’s Lemma T has a
maximal element, say N: We prove that N is an I -strongly semiprime submodule of
M:

According to [9, Ex. 2.2., p. 13], if M is finitely generated and I an ideal of R;
then

p
.IM WM/D

p
Ann.M/CI : Hence:

..N CIM/ WM/D .I
M

N
W
M

N
/�

r
.I
M

N
W
M

N
/D

r
Ann.

M

N
/CI

D
p
.N WM/CI D I:

So N C IM 2 T ; and since N is a maximal element of T ; we have N D N C IM .
Hence I � ..N CIM/ WM/D .N WM/� I; and thus .N WM/D I .

Now suppose that L is a submodule ofM containing N with .L WM/D .N WM/:

Then asN is a maximal element of T ; evidentlyLDN:Hence by (2),N is a strongly
semiprime submodule of M: �

Corollary 5. Let B be a submodule of a finitely generated R-module M: Then
there exists a

p
.B WM/-strongly semiprime submodule of M containing B:

The following result is a generalization of [5, Lemma 4] or [10, Theorem 3.3].

Lemma 3. Let B be a submodule of M and P a prime ideal of R: Then B is
contained in a P -strongly prime submodule, if one of the following holds:

(1) M is a finitely generated R-module and .B WM/� P:

(2) M is a special R-module and B is a P -prime submodule of M:

Proof. (1) By (2), there exists a P -strongly semiprime submodule N of M con-
taining B; and since .N WM/DP is a prime ideal, (1) implies thatN is a P -strongly
prime submodule of M:

(2) Follow the proof of (6)(1) to see that if B is a P -prime submodule of a special
module, then P is a maximal ideal. Now by (2)(2), B is contained in a P -strongly
prime and containing B: �

Lemma 4. [2, Theorem 2.8] If M is a finitely generated module, then every P -
prime submodule of M is an intersection of P-maximal submodules of M.

Let B be a proper submodule of an R-module M: The intersection of all prime
submodules of M containing B is denoted by rad.B/ or radR.B/: If M has no
prime submodules containing B; then we consider rad.B/DM: Also according to
[12], the intersection of all strongly prime submodules ofM containing B is denoted
by s-rad.B/ or s-radR.B/: If M has no strongly prime submodules containing B;
then we say s-rad.B/DM:

The following result shows that s-rad.B/ coincides with rad.B/; for finitely gen-
erated or special modules.
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Proposition 7. s-rad.B/ D rad.B/; for every submodule B of M; if M is a
finitely generated or a special module.

Proof. By (3), rad.B/ D M if and only if s-rad.B/ D M: Now suppose that
rad.B/¤M: As each strongly prime submodule is a prime submodule, rad.B/ �
s-rad.B/:

First suppose that M is a finitely generated module. For proving the converse
inclusion, note that by (4), every P -prime submodule of M is an intersection of P-
maximal submodules of M and by (1), the P-maximal submodules of M are exactly
the P -strongly prime submodules of M: Hence every P -prime submodule of M is
an intersection of strongly prime submodules. This shows that s-rad.B/� rad.B/;
when M is finitely generated.

Now assume that M is a special module. From the proof of (6), for any P -prime
submodule N of M; the ideal P is maximal.

It is well-known that in a vector space the zero subspace is an intersection of
maximal subspaces, so for the vector space M=N over the field R=P; we have
N=N D \i2˛ NMi ; where each NMi is a maximal subspace of M=N: Then for each
i 2 ˛; NMi D Ni=N; where Ni is a maximal submodule of M containing N: Hence
N D \i2˛Ni ; that is, every prime submodule of M is an intersection of strongly
prime submodules, and this completes the proof. �

Example 4. By (3), the Z-module Q of all rational numbers has no strongly prime
submodules, although the zero submodule is a prime submodule. Hence s-rad.0/D
Q and rad.0/D 0; that is, s-rad.0/¤ rad.0/: This example and also the following
result show that (7) does not hold in general.

Theorem 3. For a ring R; the following are equivalent:
(1) dim RD 0:
(2) s-rad.B/D rad.B/; for every R-module M and any B �M:
(3) s-rad.0/D rad.0/; for every R-module M:

Proof. ((i) H) (ii)) is given by (7), and ((ii) H) (iii)) is obvious.
((iii) H) (i)). Let P be a prime ideal of R: We show that P is a maximal ideal of

R: First we prove that s-radR=P .0/D radR=P .0/; for every R=P -module M 0:
Evidently, we can consider M 0 as an R-module, by the natural pull back homo-

morphism R!R=P; that is, we define rx D .rCP /x; for each r 2R and x 2M 0:
Let N 0 be a prime submodule of M 0 as an R=P -module. It is easy to check that:

(1) (�) N 0=N 0 is a prime submodule of M 0=N 0 as an R-module.
(2) (��) If for N 0 � N �M 0, N=N 0 is a strongly prime submodule of M 0=N 0

as an R-module, then N is a strongly prime submodule of M 0 as an R=P -
module.

By our assumption and (�), N 0=N 0 is an intersection of strongly semiprime sub-
modules of M 0=N 0 as an R-module. Now by (��), N 0 is an intersection of strongly
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semiprime submodules of M 0 as an R=P -module. Consequently s-radR=P .0/ D
radR=P .0/; for every R=P -module module.

Now suppose thatK is the quotient field ofR=P: It is easy to see that for theR=P -
module K; we have SpecR=P .K/D f0g; and so s-radR=P .0/D radR=P .0/D 0 for
the R=P -module K: Thus by (4), R=P is a field. �

Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R: For any N �MS ; we consider
N c D fx 2M j x=1 2N g:

Lemma 5. [8, Proposition 1] Let M be an R-module and S a multiplicatively
closed subset of R:

(1) If N is a P -prime submodule of M with P \S D¿; then NS is a PS -prime
submodule of MS as an RS -module and .NS /c DN:

(2) If T is a Q-prime submodule of MS as an RS -module, then T c is a Qc-
prime submodule of M; .T c/S D T and Qc \S D¿:

The following result is a generalization of [12, Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6].

Proposition 8. Let M be an R-module, S a multiplicatively closed subset of R;
and N a P -strongly prime submodule of M with P \S D¿:

(1) NS is a PS -strongly prime submodule ofMS as anRS -module and .NS /c D
N:

(2) If P is a maximal element of fI j I is an ideal of R with I \S D ¿g; then
NS is a maximal submodule of MS :

(3) IfM is a finitely generated module, thenNS is a maximal submodule ofMS if
and only if P is a maximal element of the set fI j I is an ideal of R with I \
S D¿g:

(4) Let T be a Q-strongly prime submodule of MS as an RS -module, where M
is finitely generated or a special module, orQc is a maximal ideal ofR: Then
T c is a Qc-strongly prime submodule of M:

Proof. (i) AsN is a strongly prime submodule, it is a prime submodule, and so ac-
cording to (5)(i),NS ¤MS and .NS /c DN: ThenNS is a strongly prime submodule
of MS ; by [12, Theorem 1.5].

(ii) Let M be a maximal ideal of RS containing PS : Then P D .PS /c �Mc and
Mc\S D¿:Now sinceP is a maximal element of the set fI j I is an ideal of R with I \
S D¿g; we have P DMc ; and so PS D .Mc/S DM: Thus PS is a maximal ideal
of RS ; and by part (i), NS is a PS -strongly prime submodule, so by (2)(1), NS is a
maximal submodule of MS :

(iii) Let NS be a maximal submodule of MS ; and suppose

AD fI � P j I is an ideal of R with I \S D¿g:
By Zorn’s lemma A has a maximal element, say M0: By (3), N is contained in an
M0-strongly prime submodule N 0 of M: Part (i) implies that N 0S is a strongly prime
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submodule ofMS containingNS ; and sinceNS is a maximal submodule, NS DN 0S ;
and so N D .NS /c D .N 0S /

c D N 0: Thus P D .N WM/ D .N 0 WM/ DM0; which
implies that P is a maximal element of fI j I is an ideal of R with I \S D¿g:

(iv) Since T is a Q-prime submodule, (5),(ii), implies that T c is a Qc-prime sub-
module of M:

If M is finitely generated or a special module, then according to (3), T c is con-
tained in a Qc-strongly prime submodule L of M: Then T D .T c/S � LS and by
(5)(i), .LS WMS / DQ: According to (1), T is Q-maximal, hence T D LS and by
(5)(i), T c D .LS /c D L: Then T c is a Qc-strongly prime submodule of M:

Now let Qc be a maximal ideal of R: If T c is contained in a submodule U of M
with .T c WM/D .U WM/; then as Qc D .U WM/ is a maximal ideal, U is a prime
submodule and (5)(i) implies that .US WMS /DQ: Evidently T D .T c/S � US and
Q D .T W MS / D .US W MS /; and as T is a strongly prime submodule, we have
T D US ; which implies that T c D U: This shows that T c is a Qc-strongly prime
submodule of M: �

The following example shows that the contraction of a strongly prime submodule
is not necessarily strongly prime, in general.

Example 5. Let P be the zero ideal of Z: Then ZP D Q and QP D Q: So
SSpecZP

.QP / D f0g; although 0c D 0 … SSpecZ.Q/; because SSpecZ.Q/ D ¿;
by (3).

From (3) we can conclude that injective modules over a primary ring with more
than one prime ideal or particularly over an integral domain which is not field, have
no strongly prime submodules. The following result shows the opposite of this for
projective modules, the dual of injective modules.

Proposition 9. Let M be a non-zero a projective module, and P a prime ideal of
R: ThenM has a strongly prime submodule containing PM if and only if PM ¤M:

Proof. Let PM ¤M: By [4, Corollary 2.9(i)] ifM is a flat module and PM ¤M;
then PM is a P -prime submodule of M: Now by (5)(i), .PM/P is a PP -prime
submodule of MP : Particularly this shows that MP ¤ 0:

Now suppose that M is a maximal ideal of R containing P: By .MM/PM ŠMP

andMP ¤ 0; we haveMM ¤ 0:We show thatMM has a maximal submodule. Since
MM is a non-zero projective module over the local ring RM; it is a non-zero free
RM-module. Hence we can assume that MM is a direct sum of copies of RM:

If MM D RM; then obviously MM has a maximal submodule (ideal in this case).
Now let MM D ˚i2˛RM; where j˛j > 1; and assume that i0 2 ˛; Consider T D
MM˚

�
˚i2˛; i¤i0 RM

�
: Obviously MMMM �˚i2˛MM � T; that is MM � .T W

MM/; and as MM is a maximal ideal of RM; we have .T WMM/ DMM: Thus by
(2)(2), T is contained in an MM-strongly prime submodule M of MM: Therefore
as .MM/

c DM is a maximal ideal of R; by (8)(iv), Mc is an M-strongly prime
submodule of M containing PM:
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The ’only if’ part is obvious. �

Recall that a ring R is semi simple, if and only if all R-modules are projective, if
and only if all R-modules are injective (see [14, Proposition 4.5]).

Corollary 6. Let the zero ideal of R have a coprime primary decomposition. If
there exists a non-zero R-module that is both projective and injective, then R has
finitely many prime ideals and dim RD 0:

Proof. Let M be a non-zero R-module that is both projective and injective. By
the proof of (1), we can assume that R D R1 �R2 � � � � �Rn; where each Ri is a
primary ring, and M DM1�M2� � � � �Mn; where each Mi is a non-zero divisible
Ri -module. We show that M1 is a projective R1-module.

Let f1 W A1! B1 be a surjective R1-module homomorphism, and let g1 WM1!

B1 be an R1-module homomorphism. For each 2 � i � n; consider Ai D Bi D
0; and let A D A1 �A2 � � � � �An to B D B1 �B2 � � � � �Bn: Define f W A !
B; f .a1;a2;a3; � � � ;an/D .f1.a1/;0;0; � � � ;0/ and g WM ! B; g.a1;a2; � � � ;an/D

.g1.a1/;0;0; � � � ;0/: Obviously f is a surjective R-module homomorphism and g is
an R-module homomorphism.

As M is a projective R-module, there exists an R-module homomorphism h W

M ! A with f ıh D g: Consider �1 W A! A1; �1.a1;a2; � � � ;an/ D a1; and `1 W
M1!M; `1.a1/D .a1;0; � � � ;0/; and let h1 WM1! A1; h1 D �1 ıhı `1: One can
easily see that h1 is an R1-module homomorphism with f1 ıh1 D g1: This shows
that M1 is a projective R1-modules. Similarly Mi is a projective Ri -modules, for
each 2� i � n:

As Mi ¤ 0 for each 1 � i � n; we have MPi
¤ 0; for some prime ideal Pi of

Ri ; and by the proof of (9), SSpecRi
.Mi /¤ ¿: Now as each Mi is a divisible Ri -

module, by the proof of (5), dim R D 0 and each Ri has a unique prime ideal, and
therefore R has finitely many prime ideals. �
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